
Digitalizing the 
Aftermarket 
Experience

Provide a better customer experience 
with 24/7 access to spare parts catalogs 
and support throughout the entire 
product lifecycle.

3 ways to start selling spare parts
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Digitalize your customer facing processes

Quoting & Ordering

Ordering Portal for 
easy product ordering, 
reordering, quoting and 
product configuration, 
all in an eCommerce 
environment.

Dealer Portal & Support

Dealer Portal to support 
dealer specific quoting, 
share product assets/ 
product information, 
catalogs and price lists.

Aftermarket Portal

Spare Parts Portals 
supporting aftermarket 
sales, including Spare 
Parts Kits, catalogs and 
Personal/BOM based 
eCommerce experience. 

Direct to Consumer

Enable D2C (Direct-to-
Consumer) sales channels, 
including eCommerce, 
third-party marketplaces, 
and own marketplaces.

DynamicWeb identified four solution areas with specific solutions and approaches to succeed digitalizing your 
customer facing processes as a Manufacturer. This whitepaper focuses on solutions for the Aftermarket.

Norwegian trailer manufacturer, Tysse has implemented a dealer- and spare parts portal 
offering self-service. Integration to MS Dynamics ERP allow dealers to easily order spare 
parts for the specific product via a BOM-based experience.

Leverage and optimize existing relationships to your ecosystem of dealers, partners and customers. By 
introducing new digital sales channels that helps save time and cut costs for you and your customers and 
generate more revenue.



Create value and improve customer experiences 
through self-service Spare Parts Portals

Manufacturers must be able to deliver great customer experiences 
throughout the entire lifecycle of their products.  

A Spare Parts Portal provide customers, dealers, and distributors 24/7 
access to spare parts and essential product knowledge such as training 
materials, product information and service instructions. This helps to 
reduce order errors, free-up internal resources, reduce downtime and 
increase revenue, as it allows customers to better plan service and 
maintenance throughout the entire product lifecycle. 

Improved Customer 
Experience

Increased Revenue 
and Profits

Increased
Efficiency

Make Implicit 
Knowledge Explicit

Why implement a DynamicWeb Spare Parts Portal?
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Spare Parts Kits  
Portal

Portal with Full Spare Parts 
Catalog

Personalized Spare Parts 
Portal with BOM

Pre-defined spare part kits makes 
ordering the right parts for e.g. 
periodical service or maintenance 
safe and easy and helps save time 
and cut costs for both seller and 
buyer. 

With full 24/7 access to the full 
catalog of SKUs, knowledgeable 
customers can skip the phone call 
to the manufacturer and order what 
they need themselves - anytime and 
anywhere. 

With access to customer-specific 
machinery with corresponding 
BOMs, service technicians can 
troubleshoot on their own and order 
the correct spare parts without 
involving the manufacturer.

Start small with simple spare part kits 
supporting customers and dealers.

Support professional buyers with 
access to hundreds or thousands of 
SKUs.

Offer the ultimate aftermarket 
customer experience with the most 
detailed and customer focused spare 
parts approach.

Get started 
with a Spare 
Parts Portal
Depending on the specific business 
case and complexity, there are different 
approaches for how to best digitalize 
your Spare Parts business. We have 
identified these three approaches.

3 approaches to Spare Parts

Shared benefits:

Improved Customer Experience
24/7 access to spare parts and knowledge lets 
customers skip annoying and time-consuming steps 
in the ordering process and enable them to scale 
faster.

Increased revenue and profits
Increased efficiency and reduced downtime means 
more reliable production and higher earnings. 

Sustainability
Access to genuine parts enable customers to claim 
responsibility of the sustainability of their machines 
by repairing units instead of replacing them, 
prolonging the product life.

Upsell Opportunities 
Create upsell opportunities for accessories and 
related products.
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Get your share of the profitable aftermarket 

A spare parts portal enable you to stay connected with 
your customers during the entire product lifecycle and 
tap into the typical very profitable aftermarket, where 
margins are higher. 

Make it easy to buy genuine parts

The Spare Part Kits portal can help ensure that the 
customer shop or field service team orders and 
receives the correct original parts in advance of 
planned maintenance - reducing downtime, travel 
costs and time spent on the phone.

Get started without a big investment 

Spare part kits are often identical across your product 
line meaning that maybe 100 products can be 
combined into 10-15 kits, which might be enough to 
onboard your customers and get started without a big 
investment.  

Upsell and position your company

Use the portal to display relevant accessories and 
other relevant upsell products. This will help position 
you for the customers next purchase of a new 
machine/production line.

Spare Part Kits Portal 

The Spare Part Kits portal help you deliver a great customer experience throughout the entire product life 
cycle by making it easy to order genuine spare part kits for scheduled service and maintenance. It’s an easy 
approach to get started with digitalizing the aftermarket journey. 

Example of a Spare Parts Kit page with easy overview and simple eCommerce features. The page can also 
include various product information such as product manuals, videos etc.
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Certified spare parts kits
The Spare Parts Portal enable Interspiro 
to better support customers within heavily 
regulated industries with high demand 
for OEM- and certified parts, strict 
maintenance requirements and time-critical 
service intervals.

Easy reorder of ‘my parts’
As the spare parts portal is connected to 
Interspiro’s ERP, reordering is also made 
easy since a complete overview of previous 
orders are displayed for the customers with 
the possibility to re-order.

From analog to digital customer support
The transition from manual to digital order 
handling has empowered customers 
like firefighters and police officers to 
conveniently place orders 24/7, addressing 
their immediate needs for spare parts or 
extra masks.

Global and scalable business model 
With the spare parts portal, Interspiro is 
positioned to scale and service its global 
base of customers. Another benefit is that 
customers now have product descriptions, 
technical specifications, user and service 
manuals at their disposal 24/7 across the 
globe.

Interspiro develops premium respiratory protection and equipment for diving, firefighting, emergency escape 
and rescue operations. The company’s Spare Parts Portal offers a standout service to the diverse group of 
professionals that rely on critical 24/7 access to genuine spare parts in heavily regulated global industry. 

The Spare Parts Portal plays a key role in this 
extreme and heavily regulated industry

Case Story: Spare Part Kits Portal
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Get your share of the profitable aftermarket 

A Spare Parts Catalog enable you to stay connected 
with your customers during the entire product lifecycle 
and tap into the very profitable aftermarket, where 
margins typically are higher.  

Streamline ordering process for genuine parts 

The Spare Parts Catalog ensure that knowledgeable 
customers or field service teams can easily order the 
correct original parts for maintenance and re-stocking 
- reducing downtime, travel and time spent on the 
phone. 

Fewer routine calls to customer service 

Scale with fewer resources and optimize the ordering 
processes. The spare parts portal is connected to 
the ERP, so re-ordering is easy as customers have a 
complete overview of previous ERP orders ready for 
re-order in the spare parts portal.

Share stock level and take orders 24/7

Besides offering a great customer experience, the 
Spare Parts Catalog lets you share stock levels directly 
from your ERP, so your customers know what you 
have in stock and when you can deliver the parts. 

Portal with Full Spare Parts Catalog

The Full Spare Parts Catalog with ERP integration makes it easy to order and re-order already purchased spare 
parts for maintenance or to re-stock. Knowledgeable customers and field-services employees will be able to 
service themselves and find the right part 24/7 – streamlining the spare parts ordering processes.

Example of a Spare Parts Catalog with easy overview, stock levels and a quick ‘sort by’ menu for easy 
navigation. The items can easily be enriched with product manuals, videos etc. 
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Customer specific products and prices
Dealers and workshops have individual 
profiles and logins in order to access 
customer-specific prices and products. The 
solution also ensures correct calculations 
on shipping costs.

Easy reorder
As the solution is integrated to Subaru 
Norway’s ERP system, dealers and 
workshops can easily access previous 
orders and invoices to reorder the items 
they need to stock. 

Increased order efficiency
With customer specific products and 
pricing and 24/7 self-service, the B2B 
portal has increased order efficiency, 
reduced errors and ensures parts arrive at 
the right time.

Easy training
With the dealer portal as a single point-
of-contact, it is now easier for Subaru 
Norway to educate its dealers to be more 
knowledgeable and efficient through 
essential product information, training 
videos etc. 

Subaru Norway, an automotive import company, provides dealers and customers with an online Spare Parts 
Catalog as an essential tool to streamline aftermarket processes. This catalog allows dealers to access stock 
levels, obtain accurate delivery times, and navigate complex shipping costs within Norway.

Dealer portal with Spare Parts Catalog to  
optimize the ordering process

Case Story: Portal with Full Spare Parts Catalog
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Get your share of the profitable aftermarket

A personalized portal will enable you to stay 
connected with your customers during the entire 
product lifecycle and tap into the very profitable 
aftermarket while scaling your business more 
streamlined and with less resources. 

The ultimate customer experience

Make it easy to find the right part, by giving customers 
access to their specific machines or equipment, with 
e.g. exploded view drawings and corresponding 
BOMs to simplify the spare parts ordering process.

Share knowledge with your customers

Share relevant information, e.g. manuals, technical 
documentation, service instruction videos so your 
customers are better equipped to operate the machine 
and make the necessary maintenance.

Fewer routine calls to customer service 

Explicit knowledge is essential for an effective spare 
parts portal. The implementation process helps most 
businesses make implicit knowledge explicit, reduce 
reliance on key individuals and it allows customer 
service to dedicate their time to onboarding customers 
rather than dealing with repetitive emails. 

Personalized Spare Parts Portal with full access to BOM

With full access to customers individual machines with corresponding BOM, this approach offers the ultimate 
customer experience in Spare Parts eCommerce. The BOM can either be published as a classic product list or 
presented as exploded view technical drawings, that your customers can purchase directly from. 

Implementing a personalized portal is often a big project for many 
organizations as BOM data, technical drawings etc. might not be good 
enough to publish for all machines. A rule of thumb is to start small with a 
limited number of customers/machines and scale from there.
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More ways to buy
Sanovo enable customers to search and 
purchase parts either through assisted 
search, by drawings or by parts lists or 
reorder parts based on previous order 
history. The portal also features a ‘Quick 
add’ function. 

Efficient and time-saving self-service 
With exploded view drawings, technicians 
can easily troubleshoot and identify the 
specific spare part needed to repair their 
production unit. No need to contact 
account manager or customer service.

Enriched spare parts list
Sanovo has enriched individual spare parts 
with images, drawings and supporting 
information in small pop-ups making it 
easier to identify the specific part.

Many companies, inventories and ERPs 
SANOVO is a global company with several 
inventories and ERP-systems. This means 
that even simple tasks, like finding where 
the part is in stock and at what price, can 
be challenging. The portal helps SANOVO 
streamline its customer facing processes to 
make it easy to purchase parts.

SANOVO is the world’s largest supplier of equipment and state-of-the art production units for the egg industry. 
The company uses a Personalized Spare Parts Portal to support customers with finding the right spare 
parts through a shopping experience based on the exploded view drawings that can be individual for each 
production unit. 

Supporting global customers with spare parts 
for complex production units with a personalized 
approach

Case Story: Personalized Spare Parts Portal
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CMS, eCommerce, PIM and 
Marketing in one interface reduces 

complexity and lowers total cost of 
ownership.

Faster and less risky 
implementation with pre-built 

connectors to Microsoft ERP like 
D365 F&O, BC, NAV and AX.

Host multiple brands, or different 
shops and languages all from one 
single DynamicWeb solution and 

simplify back-office tasks. 

API-first application supporting 
headless implementation and 

separation of front-end and back-
end through APIs.

Enable customers & dealers to do 
business when and where they want 
through Self-service Customer & 

Dealer Portals.

CMS and eCommerce are the 
power couple to support branded 
commerce and let you run B2B, 

B2C & D2C in just one solution.

DynamicWeb offers everything you need to build a successful 
and scalable eCommerce solution.

Much more  
than a Spare 
Parts Portal
Think beyond the spare parts portal 
and unleash your full potential with the 
DynamicWeb Composable Commerce 
Suite.

With all the features you need in one 
solution, you can build and run a unified 
Commerce platform that enables you to scale 
your business and provide the best possible 
customer experiences across multiple 
channels and languages.  

Swift

Core

Headless

CMS

Marketing

eCommerce

PIM

MS Dynamics ERP

Management API

Front-End

Commerce Suite

Integration & 
Accelerators

Composable Commerce Suite



Organization

A global company with 
local presence
Having a local presence in our main markets is a top priority 
to us as it gives us a deeper understanding and closer 
connection to our customers and partners, enabling us to 
deliver the best possible solutions and support.

DynamicWeb Partners

300+ skilled and certified partners

Our certified partner network is ready to help you build the solution 
you are dreaming of and help you reach your eCommerce goals.

Find a partner near you at dynamicweb.com/partners

Local DynamicWeb Office


